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Introduction

● In this paper we elaborate on the development toolbox available for MAS engineering

○ It is not compatible with nor as mature as mainstream software systems

○ Particularly for DevOps operations such as tests and integration

○ Resulting in complicated and ineffective manual development cycles

○ Especially in situations where MAS is part of a bigger project

● Propose a practical approach for testing and integration in MAS

○ Enhance the AgentScript (ASC2) Agent-Oriented Programming framework

○ With an effective development cycle

■ Automated builds

■ Test frameworks and Code coverage tools

■ Continuous Integration (CI) services



Introduction

● Our main research: development of Data-Sharing Infrastructures, e.g, Data Marketplaces

● Typically include computational and institutional actors

○ Distributed over multi-domain networks 

○ Across several jurisdiction with distinct norms

○ Also subjected to infrastructural, domain and ad-hoc policies

● For such systems, agent-based programming provides an intuitive way to model and program actors

○ Particularly the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model

■ Defines actors as intentional agents 

■ The mapping between institutional actors and intentional agents is well-studied in the MAS literature

● The problem: Our MAS development toolbox is not on par with our colleagues 



Background



Software Test and Integration

● Set of development tools we aim to bridge into MAS

Code 

Repositories

Build Tools Test Frameworks Continuous 

Integration

Source analysis



Levels of Testing

Unit

Testing internal components of 
an agent: Belief Base, 
Communication Layer, etc.

Agent

Includes testing the agent as 
whole and its behavior in 
different situations

Group/Integration

Aims at the interactions between 
agents in the system, e.g, 
communications protocols

System/Society

Considers the expected 
emergent properties of the 
system as a whole

Acceptance

Check the compliance of the 
software with given 
stakeholders’ requirements.

Moreno, M., Pavón, J., & Rosete, A. (2009). Testing in agent oriented methodologies. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 138–145. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-02481-8_20



AgentScript Cross-Compiler

● Target MAS framework: AgentScript Cross-Compiler (ASC2)

○ A source-to-source compiler

○ Translates agent specifications defined in a high level language

■ Inspired by AgentSpeak(L)/Jason

○ To executable code written in a lower level language

■ The underlying executable language is Scala

■ ASC2 utilizes Akka actor framework for concurrency

■ Each agent is translated to an actor-oriented micro-system 
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Method



● W worker agents and 1 master agent

○ at the start the master sends the number of workers to all

○ each worker finds its neighbor to form a ring

● T tokens are distributed evenly between agents 

○ by the master agent 

● When an agent receives a token it passes it on to its neighbor

● Program finishes when all tokens hop N times

○ and this is reported to the master

● Example:

○ W =5, T = 1, N=5

Example Project: The Token Ring
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Worker Test Suite

Entity under test: A worker agent named worker1

Mocked entities:

1. A master agent named master

2. A worker agent named worker2

Injected entities

1. Belief Base of the worker1

Invocation conditions Expected state/behavior

worker1 receives an init(N) message with N>2 worker1 has neighbor(worker2) in its belief base

worker1 has neighbor(worker2) in its belief base

worker1 receives a token(T) message with T>0

worker1 sends token(T-1) message to worker2

worker1 receives a token(0) message worker1 sends done message to master



Worker Agent Script Worker Agent Test Suite



Worker Agent Script Worker Agent Test Suite



Automated Build/Test Process

Agent 
Specifications

Other Sources

Agent Classes

Other Sources

Byte Code Test Results Coverage Report
CompileCode 

Generation Test Coverage 
Analysis



Group/Society Test Suite

Entity under test: A token ring system with with W = 100, T = 50 and N = 4

Injected entities:

1. The communication layer of agents that stores all messages

Invocation conditions Expected state/behavior

1 master agent and 100 workers are in the system

master receives a start(50,4) message

The System should stop in under 10 seconds

There should be 250 `token(X)` and 50 `done` 
messages sent in the system



Token Ring Test Suite



Token Ring Test Suite



Code Analysis 
Service

Report

Continuous Integration

CI Service
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Conclusion and Future Works



Conclusion

●  We showed how a MAS engineer that uses a logic-based Agent-Oriented Programming framework can  utilize 

and benefit from modern mainstream DevOps tools

● Advantages:

○ Access to vast number of tools and services developed by the SE community

○ More effective and scalable development cycle for MAS

○ Compatible test and CI process with the non-MAS parts of the project

○ The approach does not replace, but complements other verification/test/debug approaches for MAS

■ Formal methods

■ Mind inspectors

■ MAS Debuggers



Future Works

● Defining test suite in the same language as the agent script

○ Disparity between agent scripts and tests can be counter-productive

● Applying the same pattern to (JVM) debuggers

○ Now the debuggers only identify the generated code and is not linked to the original script

● Applying the same pattern to Deployment and Continuous Delivery

○ Deploying the Agent Systems seamlessly and automatically

● Studying the feasibility of the same approach for other BDI/MAS frameworks



Thank you :-) 
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